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Attitude
Harmony
Love
Peace
Powerful
Pure
Positive
Progress
Quality
Self Discovery
Victory
Yourself
Receptive
Success
Will Power
Freedom
High Energy
Motivation

The moment when on-line daters
meet for the first time face to face.

Today at the bank, a customer asked the teller to check his
balance... so she pushed the astonished man over.
My dog used to chase people on a bike a lot. It got so bad,
finally, I had to take his bike away.
A woman walks into a library and asked if they had any
books about paranoia. The librarian says "They're right
behind you!"
The other day, my wife asked me to pass her lipstick but I
accidentally passed her a glue stick. She still isn't talking to
me.

For your security, please answer the question below.
Question What is the name of your favourite pet?
Answer

Uhmmm...
Could you guys
Just leave for a
second?

If you look really, really, closely, all mirrors look like eyeballs.
My friend says to me: "What rhymes with orange" I said: "No
it doesn't".
For a long time, I couldn't figure out why the baseball kept
getting larger...and then it hit me.
I used to think I was indecisive, but now I'm not too sure.
Doing nothing is hard, you never know when you're done.

An English teacher was lecturing to a large class. She said, 'In
many languages, a double negative indicates a positive. In
some languages, a double negative is still a negative.
However, there are no languages in which a double positive
indicates a negative.'
A voice from the back of the room shouted, “Yeah, right!”

People say nothing is impossible, but I do nothing every
day.

Field T rip

John was excited because his local newspaper was hosting a
pun contest. He stayed up all night carefully creating ten
puns. He submitted them the next morning. When the results
came back, John checked to see if he won but, alas, no pun in
ten did.
Wife says to husband: “Honey, look, a thief is in the kitchen
eating the cake I baked for us.”
Husband: “Okay, don’t panic, I’ll call the ambulance for him.”

“We want to go meet our friends”
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